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WILD ARCS IN THREE-SPACE

3: AN INVARIANT OF ORIENTED LOCAL TYPE

FOR EXCEPTIONAL ARCS

JAMES M. MCPHERSON

This paper continues the investigations of previous papers
in this series, and attention is confined to exceptional arcs.
Given a special constructing sequence for an exceptional arc,
the associated sequence of local linking matrices is defined,
and the cofinality class of this sequence is shown to be an
invariant of the oriented local arc type of the exceptional
arc. This paper also gives a set of sufficient conditions for
an arc to have a constructing sequence.

The paper closes with examples which show that there exist
uncountably many locally nonamphicheiral exceptional arcs of
any penetration index. No two of the locally nonamphicheiral
exceptional arcs exhibited here can be distinguished by the
invariant of nonoriented local arc type developed previously.

An exceptional arc of penetration index three at its wild point
is a Fox-Artin arc, and an invariant of oriented local type for such
arcs has already been developed in [4] This paper uses the techniques
of [5] and [6] to find invariants of oriented local type for exceptional
arcs whose penetration index is at least five. The paper concludes
with examples of the application of this invariant and the invariant
of [5].

The results in this paper are generalisations of the results in
[2], pp. 45-70 and pp. 82-95. The notation and terminology used
here has been explained in [3], [4], [5], and [6].

1* Preliminaries* Let k be an oriented arc in JB3 which is
locally tame except at the endpoint p, where P0{k, p) ^ 3. Let

Eo z> E, Z) Ez13

be a sequence of tame closed 3-cell neighborhoods of p such that
( i ) Ei+ί c Int Ei for each i, and Π EJ = P>
(ii) the sets A(Eiy Ei+1) (of those subarcs of k in Ei — Ei+1

whose endpoints both lie on Bd Et) and B(Ei+ι, E^ (of those subarcs
of k in Ei — Int Ei+1 whose endpoints both lie on Bd Ei+1) are not
empty for any i,

(iii) for each aeA(Ei9Ei+^ there exists a βeB(Ei+1, E^ such
that the pair (a, β) is not splittable (cf. [3], p. 230), and
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(iv) for each βeB(Ei+ι, Et) there exists an a e A(Ei9 Ei+ι) such
that the pair (ct, β) is not splittable.

Then we shall say that the sequence E0ZDE1ZDE2Z) has the
(Fox-Artin) property ^ Ί

The arc k is exceptional if it has a special constructing sequence,
that is a sequence

9f: Eo D Fo =) ̂  => V, => # 2 => F2 3

of λ>tori and tame closed 3-cells such that
( i ) Eo D F O > Fi >• F2 >• is a constructing sequence for A; in

#o ([5]),
(ii) for each i ^ 1, Bd ^ c l n t ( 7 M - F<), and
(iii) the sequence E0Ί) E^ E2Z) -> > has property ,^7
Note that P f̂c, j>) = 1 if k is exceptional. In this paper we will

be assuming that P0(k, p) ^ 5, so we may use the results of [5] in
our study of exceptional arcs; Theorem 1 of [5] is particularly im-
portant.

Let L = lx U 1% be an oriented link of two components in an
oriented 3-cell E, that is, an embedding of the disjoint union of two
oriented 1-spheres in E. Each lt bounds an orientable surface StCiE.
The linking number λ(ϊ1? l2) of lx with ϊ2 is the number of intersec-
tions of lλ with S29 counted algebraically; X(lly l2) = v(^ Π S2). The
value of X(ll9 Z2) is independent of the choice of the surface S2, and

Mil, h) = ^(ϊi n s2) = v(s, n w - λ(ί,, id

([8], p. 278). Since linking number is an invariant of the jP-isotopy
class of a link, it makes sense to define X(a, β) for each

ae A(Ei9 Ei+ί) and βeB(Ei+1, E,)

whenever we have a sequence Eo Z) Eλ ZD E2 Z) with property J^
(cf. [3], p. 230).

Suppose k is exceptional, and ^ is a special constructing sequence
for k. Since k is oriented, the arcs of A(Eh Ei+1) and B(Ei+1, E{)
have a natural ordering for each i, namely the order in which they
occur in the arc k. Henceforth, we shall assume that these sets
have this natural ordering.

Then for each special constructing sequence ^ , the sequence of
local linking matrices is the sequence whose ith term is the local link-
ing matrix Λ(Ei+1, EJ = [λ r s], where Xrs = X(ar9 βs) for ar e A(Ei9 Ei+1)
and βseB(Ei+1> Ei). The rows and columns are ordered with the
natural ordering of A(Ei9 Ei+1) and B(Ei+l9 Ei). We will show in §3
that the cofinality class of the sequence of local linking matrices is
an invariant of the oriented local type of an exceptional arc.
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2* The existence of constructing sequences* Our aim in this
section is the proof of Theorem 1 below, which yields a partial answer
to Problem 1 of [5]. We will need to use some cutting and pasting
arguments in the proof of this and later theorems so, to save labor,
we prove Lemma 1 first.

LEMMA 1. Let EOID Fo 3 E1ZD Fx 3 be a sequence of k-tori
and 3-cells, such that the sequence Eo 3 E13 has property ^,
and let F e i n t EQ be a k-torus. Let A c B d F n Int (V^ — F*) be a
disc or an annulus whose boundary lies on Bd E{ and whose interior
is disjoint from Bd E^ if A is a disc, let A! be one of the discs on
Bd Ei bounded by the curve Bd A, and if A is an annulus, let A! be
the annulus on Bd Ei which is bounded by the two boundary curves
of A.

Then if A U Cl (Bd E{ — A') bounds a 3-cell El which contains p
(and therefore Vi) in its interior,

( i ) the sequence Eo 3 Ex 3 3 E{_γ 3 E[ 3 Ei+1 =) has pro-
perty ^,

(ii) Λ(El, E^) = Λ(Eif E^) and Λ(Ei+1, El) - Λ(Ei+ί, E{), and
(iii) N(k n Bd El) = N(k Π Bd E,) {this is implied by (ii)).

Proof. We have two cases to consider: (a) A a Cl(E0 — E^ and
El 3 E^ and (b) A c Et and El c E^ We shall only prove the result
in case (a); the proof for case (b) is similar. If we use K to denote
the region bounded by A{J A' in Int Eo, then E = EiU K.

Let a e A(E^U E^, so that aczE0- E^ Then aaE0- El. For
v(a π Bd K) = v(a π A) = 0, and k meets A in at most one point,
since A is part of the boundary of a k-torus; thus N(a ΠA) = 0 and
a meets neither A nor Bd Et, so a a EQ — El. [Note that, in general,
if V is a k-torus whose boundary lies in Int{Vj — Vj+1), then
a Π Bd V = 0 and β n Bd F = 0 for all α e A(J5, , j ^ +1) and /5 e B
(Ej+ι, Eά), for both v{a n Bd F) and y(/S Π Bd F) are zero.]

Therefore A(Ei_1, El) = A(Ei_l9 Ei). Now suppose there exists an
arc /3 e B(Ei9 E^-) whose interior lies in Int K and whose endpoints
both lie in Int A!. Then we can join the endpoints of β by an arc
βf lying in Int A!, so that β U β' is a tame knot, and note that the
3-cell El splits β U β' from α U Bd E^ for each α e A(E^U Ei); this
is impossible because the sequence Eo 3 Eλ 3 3 J E ^ 3 ^ 3 has
property ^ 7 We conclude that no arc βeB(Ei9 E^t) can have its
interior lying in IntiΓ. This implies that

N(k Π A') S N(k n A) ^ N(k Π Bd F) - 1

hence fc Π iΓ is either empty, or a single arc joining the points kf] A
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and k f) A' (cf. the penultimate paragraph on p. 231 of [3]) — in par-
ticular, N(k n A) = N(k Π A'), hence N(k n Bd El) = N(k n Bd #/).
This proves part (iii) of the lemma.

If k ΓΊ (A U A') = 0 , £(#/, £U) = J5(J57̂ , £U) and there is nothing
to prove. So suppose kΓ\ K consists of an arc 7 which joins the
points k Π A and k] Π A', and that k Π A' is one endpoint of the arcs
ar e A(Ei9 Ei+1) and βs e B(Ei9 E^).

Let at e A(E^U E{) be chosen so that (au βt) is unsplittable; then
we claim that (at, β's) is unsplittable, where β'a is obtained from βs

by removing Int 7.
Suppose there exists a 2-sphere S which splits oct \j α from

βs U β, where α and /S are suitably chosen arcs on Bd E^t and Bd El
respectively. S bounds a 3-cell C in Eo. If /9* U β c Int C then we
may use the usual cutting and pasting arguments, noting that (αt,
βs) is unsplittable, to replace C by a 3-cell C" such that

C c Int (£U - αt) ,

and then replace C by a 3-cell C* whose boundary lies in

Int(£U- El-αt u β's) .

If α u α; c Int C, join Bd C to Bd Eo by an arc δ in JE?0 - (£?/ U β',),
and let C be obtained from Eo by removing an open regular neigh-
borhood of SuCuBdjEΌ. Then C is a 3-cell which contains βΌβ's
in its interior and, after cutting and pasting, we may replace C by
a 3-cell C* whose boundary lies in Int(Ei_ι — El — αt (j β's).

Therefore the pair (αt, βs) is splittable if (αt9 β's) is splittable,
for there exists a 3-cell C* such that

Et U /3S c El U /3; c Int C * c C * c Int (J5U - αt)

this contradicts our choice of αu so (αt, β'a) must be unsplittable
whenever (αt, βa) in unsplittable.

Let βq e B{Ei+1, Et) be chosen so that (αr, βq) is unsplittable — we
wish to prove that (αr U 7, βq) is also unsplittable. If (αr U 7, /3g) is
splittable, there exists a splitting 3-cell C in Int (El — {αr u 7)) and,
after cutting and pasting, we may replace C by a 3-cell C* whose
boundary lies in Int (Et — Ei+1 — ocr u /9g). Then

Ei+1 U βq(Z Int C* c C* c Int (E, - αr) c Int (El - α r U τ )

which implies that (αr, βq) is splittable, contrary to our choice of βq.
Hence (αr U 7, &) is unsplittable if (αry βq) is unsplittable.

Now since

A(EΪ, Ei+1) - (A(^, Ei+1) - {αr}) u {the arc 7 U αr} ,
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and

B(El, Ei+1) = (B(Ei9 Ei+1) - {βs}) U {the arc βs - Int 7} ,

these results show that the sequence

# 0 =) Eγ =) ZD J S ^ 3 #/ 3 # i + 1 13 . . .

has the property J^, which is what we needed to prove for part
(i) of the lemma. To complete the proof of the lemma, then, we
need to prove that A(El, E^) = A(Eiy J5U) and Λ(Ei+1, El) =
Λ(Ei+1, Ei); note that A(El, E^) will not differ from A(Ei9 E^) except
perhaps in column r, and A{EiΛΛ, El) will not differ from A(Ei+1, E{)
except perhaps in row s.

For each β e B(Ei+1, El), let Sβ be an oriented surface in the
interior of Eiy bounded by β and an arc βr on Bd Ei+1. Because
7 C Cl (Eo — E^, 7 does not meet Sβ at all so V(Ί Π Sβ) — 0; therefore

λ(α r \JJ,β) = v(Sβ n (ar U 7)) - v(Sβ Π ar) = X(ar, β) .

Hence A(Ei+1, El) = A(Ei+l9 E%).
Similarly, if we let Sa be an oriented surface in E^ — El

bounded by ae A(Ei^ι, El) and an arc a! on Bd E^γ, then v(yf]Sa) = 0
because 7 c E[. Therefore

λ(α, ^ s - Int 7) = v(Sa Π (βs - Int 7)) - v(Sa Π β.) = λ(α, βs)

and Λ(El, E^x) — A(Eiy E^-). This completes the proof of the lemma.

THEOREM 1. Let k be an arc which is wild at one endpoint p,
at which P0(k, p) ^ 5. Let

Eo 3 Vo z> E, =) V1 =) E2 Z) V2 =)

be a sequence of tame closed 3-cell and tame closed solid torus neigh-
borhoods of p, such that N(k Π Bd V*) = 1 for all i. Then if the
sequence E0Z) EλΊ) E2ZD « of 3-cells has property ά^, the sequence
Eo 3 Vo >- V1 >- V2 > ' β is a constructing sequence for k in Eo (and
k is therefore exceptional).

Proof. We need to prove that for each index i ^ 1, there is
no Λ-torus U(i) with Ff_i >- U(i) > Vi7 and that there is no A -torus
Z7(0) with Eo ZD £7(0) > Vo.

Suppose there was such a ft-torus ί7(0) c Int Eo. Since Vo < U(0),
there exists a 3~cell C which contains Vo and whose boundary lies in
Int (f/(0) - To). For each a e A(E0, Eλ), af]Bd U(0) = 0 , and β U Ex

lies in Int Vo for each βeB(El9 Eo); then the set
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(a u Bd Eo) U(/3U EJ

is splittable by the 2-sphere Bd C, contradicting the fact that

Eo z> Eι ID

has property ^ . Therefore no such 3-cell C can exist; that is, if
17(0) is a λxtorus whose boundary lies in Int (Eo — Vo), then Vo has
nonzero order in U(0).

Suppose ί >̂ 1, and that there exists a λ -torus U(i) with

V^ > U{i) > V,.

We put Bd U{i) into general position with respect to Bd Ei9 so that
Bd U(i) Π Bd Ei consists of a finite number of simple closed curves,
none of which meets k. Using the cutting and pasting arguments
of the proof of Theorem 1 of [6], we may replace Et by a 3-cell E*
whose boundary meets k in as many points as Bd Ei9 lies in

and is disjoint from Bd U(i). It follows from Lemma 1, also, that the
sequence Eoz> EXZD z) E{_λ z) E? ID Ei+1 z> still has property ^ T

We then have two cases to consider. Either (i) E* c Int U(i),
or (ii) U(i)czIntEf.

( i ) Since U(i) < V^1} there exists a 3-cell C which contains
U(i) in its interior, and whose boundary lies in the interior of
V*-! - U(i). For each βeB{E?, E^), βUE? lies in Int Z7(i) and
therefore in Int C, while a (j Bd .E^ lies in Int (ϋ70 — "Fi-O and
therefore in Int (Eo — C) for each a e A(E^U E*). But this means
that all the pairs {oc, β) are splittable, contradicting the fact that
the sequence Eo z> 3 E^ ZD E* Z) jE7i+1 ID has property .^7

Therefore no such 3-cell C can exist, so if E* c Int U(i), U(ί)
must have nonzero order in V^i

(ii) Similarly, if U(i) c Int E*, we contradict the fact that the
sequence EOΊ> ••• z> E^ z> JŜ * Z) JS<+1 Z> has property ^ if we
assume the existence of a 3-cell C such that

F d n t C c C c I n t U(ί) ,

so Vi has nonzero order in U(ϊ) if Z7(i) lies in Int E*.
Cases (i) and (ii) show that there is no fc-torus U(i) such that

Vi < U(ϊ) < Vi-i Therefore the sequence

Eo 3 Vo > V1 > V2 >

is a constructing sequence for k, and k is exceptional.
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3* T h e in variance of t h e sequence of t h e local l i n k i n g

matrices* The result of this section is that the cofinality class of the
sequence of local linking matrices is an invariant of the oriented
local arc type of an exceptional arc. We need to start with a
lemma.

LEMMA 2. Let

Eo => To z> B1 z> 2\ => B2 z> ID Bn_γ

3 Tn^ ^Bn^Vn^ En+1 ZD Vn+1 Z)En+2D .

be a special constructing sequence for k, and let

be a containing sequence for Vn. Then there exist 3-cells

E19E2, -**,En_lfEn

such that

(i) Eoz> UOZDE.-Ώ t7i=>... D ^ D ^ D ^ D F . D ^ P L P

is a special constructing sequence for k in EQ and, for all i =
0,1, ••-,%,

(i i) Λ(Ei+ι, Et) = Λ(Bi+ι, B,), and
(iii) N(k n Bd Et) - N(k Π Bd B,).

Proof. (Note that (ii) implies (iii), so we only need to prove (i)
and (ii).)

Let 3^ be the class of all special constructing sequences

Eo z> To* => B* 3 T? =) Z) BW*_L

for which A(B?+U B?) = /ί(J5ί+1, ̂ ) , i - 0,1, 2, , n, where we take
50* = Eo and J?n*+1 = Bn+1 — En+1. T is not empty, by hypothesis.
Then there is a sequence in ψ* whose boundary surfaces are in general
position with respect to the surfaces Bd Uo, -.-,Bd ί7Λ__lf and meet
those surfaces in a minimum number of intersection curves — we may
denote this sequence by Eo Z) Vo =) Ex Z) V1 ZD . We are assuming,
therefore, that

(a) ( U S 1 Bd Us) Π (USHBd V< U Bd Ei+1)) consists of a finite num-
ber of simple closed curves, none of which meets k, and

(b) there is no sequence in T* whose boundary surfaces meet
Bd Uo, , Bd [/„_! in fewer curves than do the surfaces of the
sequence Eo Z) Fo =) E1 Z) V1 =) .

The major part of the proof (Parts 1 and 2) consists of showing
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that the boundary surfaces of the sequence Eo D Vo 3 EL D VΊ Z)
are disjoint from the family UPo1 Bd t/ί The proof of the lemma is
then completed in Part 3 by showing that Ut c Et and £7i Z) Ei+ί for
each i — 0,1, , n — 1 (we really show that Bd Ei+1 lies in

Iht(C/i- Ui+0).

Part 1. No intersection curve can be null-homologous on Bd U3 ,
for any j .

Suppose there exists an intersection curve which bounds a disc
on Bd Uh, for some index h. We may choose an intersection curve
σ c Bd Uh which bounds a disc D c Bd Uh containing no other inter-
section curves. We then have two cases to consider: either (i)
σczBd Vs, or (ii) σczBάEs, for some index s.

( i ) If σ c Bd V89 then σ bounds a disc Df on Bd Vs (cf. part (a)
of the proof of Lemma 5 of [5]); let S be the 3-cell bounded by
D U D', and let N be a (judiciously chosen) closed regular neighbor-
hood of S. Then we write V[ - Cl (Vs - N) if Da Vs, and Fs' =
VS\J N if DaCl (Eo - V8); it follows from Lemma 3 of [5] that VI
is a &-torus. Moreover,

Bd Us Π Bd Via Bd Z7y n Bd Vs

if i ^ h, and

Bd IT* Π Bd V:aBάUhn Bd F s - {σ}

(for we have eliminated all those intersection curves lying on Df). The
sequence

EQ => Vo =) £Ί => 3 Vs^ Z)E$Z) V: =) ί7s+1 => Vs+1 =)

is still a special constructing sequence for k in E09 has the same
sequence of local linking matrices as our original sequence in 5*7 yet
meets the surfaces Bd UQ, , Bd Un^ in fewer intersection curves.
This contradicts the minimality assumption (b) involved in the choice
of our original sequence in 5^ so we conclude that no curve σ of
Bd Vs Π Bd Uh can be null-homologous on Bd Uh.

(ii) (JcBd Es. We may choose one of the discs on Bd Es which
is bounded by σ, Dr say, so that Es+1 does not lie in the 3-cell S
bounded by D U D\ Let N be a closed regular neighborhood of S
in Eo; write E[ - Cl (Es - N) if flc E9, and # ; = EsuN if

It follows from Lemma 1 that Λ(Es+ί, E's) = Λ(Es+ί, Es) and
J5ββl) = ^(ΐ/,, ^ . 0 , for E's is the image of the 3-cell bounded

by D U (Bd Es — Dr) under a small isotopy (which fixes everything
outside an open neighborhood of D). The sequence
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SODFOD O ^ D FS_X 3 E[ 3 Fs 3 J57S+1 3 Fs+1 3

is therefore still a special constructing sequence for k in J57O, and is
in T'; further, we have eliminated all those intersection curves which
lie on Df, without introducing any new intersection curves, so that
the boundary surfaces of this new sequence in 5̂ * meet the surfaces
Bd Z70, , Bd Z7w_χ in fewer curves than did the boundary surfaces
of our original sequence. This contradicts the minimality assumption
(b), and we conclude that no curve σ c Bd Uh Π Bd Es can be null-
homologous on Bd Uh.

Thus no intersection curve can be null-homologous on Bd U3- for
any index j .

Part 2. Suppose there exists an index h such that the family
of curves Bd Uh Π (US 1 (Bd F, U Bd Ei+1)) is not empty. Then these
curves are parallel non-null-homologous curves on Bd Uh. There exists
a largest index M(h) = M < n such that either
(a) Bd Uh Π Bd VM Φ 0 but Bd Uh Π Bd EM+1 = 0 , or
03) Bd UhΠBάEM+ίΦ 0.

(a) Bd Uh Π Bd VM Φ 0 but Bd Uh Π Bd ^ + 1 - 0 . Then there
exists an annulus R in F3f Π Bd ?Λ whose boundary lies in

Bd Uh Π Bd VM

and whose interior lies in Int VM. Let σ and τ be the boundary
curves of R. Then we must consider two cases, according as a is
not or is a meridian of Bd VM (Part (a) of the proof of ,Lemma 5 of
[5] shows that σ and τ cannot be null-homologous on Bd VM).

( i ) σ is not a meridian of Bd VM. The annulus R splits VM into
two solid tori, Tλ and T2, by Satz 1, p. 207 of [7]. Tx has σ as a
core (hence 0(2;, F*) Φ 0) and O(Γ2, F*) = 1.

One of these tori, Tr say, contains EM+ι in its interior. We put
Bd Tr into general position with respect to the surfaces

Bd£/0, -- BdU^

by putting V'M — Tr — {an open regular neighborhood of R}. Then
V'M is a /c-torus, and the sequence

EoZ)Vo> Vx> . . . > F ^ > V'M> VM+1> . . . > F.

is a containing sequence for Vn (cf. [5], Lemma 4, and Part (b) of
the proof of theorem 1). Then the sequence

Eo =) Vo 3 Et 3 ZD VM^ Z)EMZ)V'MZ) EM+1 3 VM+1 3 . .

is a special constructing sequence for k in 5̂ " whose boundary sur-
faces meet the surfaces Bd Uo, , Bd DΓ

%_1 in fewer curves than did
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our original sequence, for we have eliminated σ and τ and all the
other intersection curves which were on the annulus

Bά(VM- Tr) -IntR.

The existence of this sequence in T* contradicts our minimality as-
sumption (b), so σ must be a meridian of Bd VM if Bd Uh Π Bd VM Φ 0
but Bd Uh Π Bd EM+1 = 0 .

(ii) a is a meridian of Bd VM. R separates VM into a solid
torus T(R) which has order one in VM, and another space K which
is a solid torus if and only if VM and T(R) are equally knotted.
T(R) and VM share a meridian disc D. (Satz 2, p. 211 of [7]) Let
R' c Bd VM be chosen so that Rf [j R = BάK.

We will show that pgK which, by Lemma 4 of [5], is sufficient
to show that T(R) is a &-torus.

If p lies in K, then EM+1czIntK; let βeB(EM+1, EM). Then β
does not meet JB', for JS 'cBd F ^ c Int (EM — EM+1). Since iϋ meets
k in at most one point, β cannot meet R at all because

v(β Π(RΌ R')) = v(βΠR) = 0.

But then β U EM+1 c Int K, so /3 does not meet the meridian
disc D. Because β does not meet Bd VM, β U EM+ί must lie in the
interior of the 3-cell C obtained by removing an open regular neigh-
borhood of D from VM; then the pair (a, β) is splittable for each
a e A(EM, EM+1), for

β U EM+1 c l n t C c C c F ^ c Int (EM - a) .

This contradicts the fact that the sequence

Eo 13 13 EM ~D EM+1 Z)

has property
This shows that p ί K, that is that p e T(R) and T(R) is a A -torus.

We put Bd T(R) into general position with respect to the surfaces
Bd [To, , Bd C7%_i by putting V'M = T(i?) — {an open regular neigh-
borhood of R}. Then F ^ has order one in VM, and the sequence

Eo ZD Vo > 7i > > VM^ > V'M > VM+1 > > Vn

is therefore a containing sequence for Vn9 by Theorem 1 of [5]. The
sequence

fioDFoD^DFp O F ^ 3 EM -D V'M ID EM+ι Z) VM+1 3 •

is a special constructing sequence for k, in y] whose boundary sur-
faces meet the surfaces Bd Uo, , Bd U%^ in fewer intersection
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curves than did our original sequence in y~ (for σ and τ and the
other intersection curves lying in R' have been eliminated). This
contradicts our minimality assumption (b) on the sequence

It follows that σ cannot be a meridian of Bd VM and this, to-
gether with (i) above, shows that the situation (a) is impossible; that
is, Bd Uh must meet Bd EM+1 if Bd Uh Π Bd VM Φ 0 .

(β) Bd Uh Π BdEx+1 Φ 0 [Note: It would be nice to eliminate
this case straight away by repeated use of Lemma 1, where we as-
sume that A is a disc or annulus whose interior lies in IntEMΛ1.
However, the minimality assumption guarantees that A cannot be a
disc, and that if A is an annulus, p lies outside the 3-cell bounded by
A U C\(EM+1 - Af). We then have to "thicken" EM+ι by attaching
annuli lying in Cl (Eo — EM+1); unfortunately, such annuli may meet
Bd VM.\

We will show first that Bd Uh cannot meet Bd EM, and then that
Bd Uh cannot meet Bd VM. Finally, we will show that if Bd EM+1 is
not disjoint from Bd Uh, then we can find a special constructing
sequence

777 T Γ . 777 . . 777 . Ύ T . 777/ — N Ύ T . 777 — .

Jlt0 -J VQ - J Illγ _J * ' * -J ΪLιM -) V M -J J&M + l —) V M + l -> &M+2 -> * * '

in ^ whose existence contradicts the choice of our original sequence
in 5^ This result, taken with the result of (a), will show that no
such maximal index M(h) can exist, and therefore that

(Bd Vt U Bd Ei+ι) n Bd U5 = 0 for all i, j = 0, 1, , n - 1 .

We start with a sublemma.

Sublemma. Bd Uh Π Bd EM = 0 .

Proof. Suppose Bd Uh meets Bd EM. Then Bd Uh must also meet
Bd VM; if a curve of Bd Uh Π Bd VM is null-homologous on Bd VM, it
is also null-homologous on Bd Uh9 so the result of Part 1 shows that
we have an even number of curves of Bd Uh Π Bd VM, and that these
bound parallel annuli on Bd VM. Also, we have an even number of
curves of Bd Uh Π (Bd VM U Bd EM U Bd EM+1), and these curves bound
parallel annuli on Bd Uh.

Let λ and μ be generators of the homology group iϊ^Bd VM),
representing the homology classes of a longitude and of a meridian
of Bd VM, respectively. The curves of Bd Uh Π Bd VM all lie in the
one homology class ζ = αλ + bμ, and ζ Φ 0 in ί/^Bd VM).

We may choose two curves a c Bd Uh Π Bd EM and
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βczBά C ^ n B d F ^ ,

so that a and β together bound and annulus Raβ c Bd Uh which con-
tains no other intersection curves. Let Da be one of the discs on
Bd EM bounded by a, and note that Da cannot meet Bd VM because
VMcilrΛEM.

Then Da U Baβ is a disc in Cl (Eo — VM) which is bounded by the
curve β, so ζ = [β] (the homology class of β on Bd VM) lies in the
kernel of the mapiϊ^Bd VM) -+ i?i(Cl (Eo — VM)) induced by inclusion.
Therefore b = 0 and ζ = αλ.

We may choose two other curves af c Bd Uh Π Bd EM+1 and
/§'dBd UhΠ Bd Fjr, which together bound an annulus EάβcBd Uh,
which contains no intersection curves in its interior. Let D'a be one
of the discs on Bd EM+ί bounded by a\ and note that Όf

a does not
meet Bd VM

Then Eάβ U Bf

a is a disc in VM, which lies entirely in the interior
of VM except for its boundary curve β'. Since [β'] — ζ — [β], ζ = αλ
must lie in the kernel of the map iϊ^Bd VM) —> H^VM) induced by
inclusion. Therefore a = 0, and ζ = αλ + 6// = 0, a contradiction.

Thus the boundary of Uh cannot meet the boundary of EM if
Bd Uh n Bd EM+1 Φ 0 .

Now we assume that Bd Uh meets Bd VM, even though it does
not meet Bd EM. Then there exists a pair of curves σ and τ on
Bd Uh Π Bd VM which bound and annulus R lying in

Bd Uh n Cl (Eo - V*)

whose interior contains no intersection curves. We note that
R c Int EM, by the sublemma. We have the usual two cases to con-
sider: (i) σ is not a meridian of Bd VM, and (ii) σ is a meridian of
BdF,,.

( i ) σ is not a meridian of Bd VM. σ and r separate Bd VM

into two disjoint annuli Rt and JS2. One of these annuli, Rt say,
together with R bounds a solid torus V which contains FM([7], Satz 1,
p. 213, Satz 2, p. 214). Bd V is put into general position with respect
to the surfaces Bd Uo, -- ,Bd Un_x by taking V£ = 7 U ( a closed
regular neigborhood of R}. VM is a fc-torus, by Lemma 4 of [5].

ΐ ^ will have nonzero order in V£9 unless VM is unknotted and
σ is a longitude of Bd VM, when 0(7*, F£) may be zero ([7], loc. cit.).
F ί lies in the interior of EM, so VM < VM-i'> so F^ will always have
nonzero order in V£ because

EQZDVO> V,> • • • > VM^> VM> • • • > Vn

is a containing sequence for Vn.
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Theorem 1 of [5] guarantees that

EQ =) Fo 3 Eλ ZD . 3 F*-! ZDEM~D V$ =) JS^+1 => VM+ί => .. .

is a special constructing sequence for fc, in the class 5̂ 7 But the
boundary surfaces of this sequence meet the surfaces

Bd UQ, ...,Bd U%^

in fewer intersection curves than did our original sequence in %" for
we have eliminated σ and τ and all the intersection curves lying in
Bd VM — Rt, without introducing any new intersection curves. The
existence of this sequence contradicts the minimality assumption (b)
involved in the choice of our original sequence, and this contradiction
shows that σ and τ must meridians of Bd Vu

(ii) σ and τ are meridians of Bd VM. σ and τ separate Bd VM

into two disjoint annuli Rί and R2 and one of these, say Rt, together
with R is the boundary of a solid torus V which contains VM with
order 1 ([7], Satz 3. p. 215). Lemma 4 of [5] shows that V is a k-
torus. We put Bd V into general position with respect to the surfaces
Bd Z70, , Bd £/»_! by taking V£ = ^ U {a closed regular neighbor-
hood of i?}. As above, we obtain a special constructing sequence

i 0 D 7 o D S 1 D 7 l D . . o 7 J f - l D S ^ n * D EM+1 =) VM+1 =)

for k in %" whose existence contradicts the minimality assumption
(b) involved in the choice of our original sequence. This forces us
to conclude that Bd Uh cannot meet Bd VM if Bd Uh Π Bd EM+1 Φ 0 .

Then

B d ί / . n U (Bd Vi U Bd Ei+ι) = BάUhf) Bd EMi=o

and by using the cutting and pasting arguments of the proof of
Theorem 1 of [6], Lemma 1, and the assumption (b) on the choice
of our original sequence in 3*7 we may show that Bd Uh cannot meet
Bd EM,rl at all. This result (β) together with the result (a) above
shows that no such maximal index M(h) can exist, so no surface
Bd Uh meets any of the surfaces Bd Fo, , Bd Vn^ or

BάEίy -- ,BdEn .

Part 3. For the sequence EQ =) Fo D E, Z) VX ZD in 3*7 therefore,
the family

(X) Bd Uλ Π (X) Bd Vt U Bd Ei+1)

of intersection curves must be empty. From Theorem 1 of [5], it
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follows that either V ^ c l n t Ut and O(Vi9 Ui) Φ 0, or ί J^cInt F< and
O(Uif Vi) Φ 0 for each i = 0,1, , n — 1. We wish to show that
Bd Ui lies in Int (£?< — Ei+ι) for each i; it is sufficient to show that

B d E < + ι c I n t ( E 7 i - Ui+1)

for all such i (where for Un we take the k-torus Vn).
If Uidlnt Vi9 then O(Ui9 Vt) Φ 0, so there is no 3-cell in Int Vt

which contains U{; so Ei+1 c Int Z7, Of course Ei+ι c Int Ϊ7f if
F, c Int C7,.

Either Ϊ7<+1 c Int Vi+1 or F ί + 1 c Int Ui+1. In the former case,
Bd Ei+1 lies in Int (Eo — Vi+1) and therefore in Int (Eo — Ui+1). In
the latter case, Vi+1 has nonzero order in Ui+1, so Bdi7 ί + 1 cannot lie
in Int( ί7 i + 1 — Vi+1); consequently, Bd Ei+1 must again lie in

I n t (Eo - Ui+1) .

For each i — 0,1, , n — 1, therefore,

Bd Ei+1 c Int Ut Π Int (Eo - tΓ<+1) - Int (Ut - Ui+1) .

This completes the proof of the lemma

This brings us to the proof of this paper's main theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let kλ and k2 be exceptional arcs with wild points
px and p2 respectively, at which P0(ki9 p^ ^ 5. If kx and k2 have the
same oriented local type at their wild points pλ and p2, then the
sequences {Λ(Ei+1, E^} and {Λ(Bj+ί, Bό)} of local linking matrices are
cofinal, where Eo ID VO Z) EX Z) VX "D is a special constructing sequence
for k19 and Bo Z) Uo 3 Bλ 3 U1 z> is a special constructing sequence
for k2.

Proof. Since the arcs have the same oriented local types at their
respective wild endpoints, there exist oriented neighborhoods Nt of
Pi and an orientation-preserving homeomorphism h which takes
(N2, k2 Π N2, p2) to (Nlf kx Π Nl9 px). We may assume that our special
constructing sequence for k2 lies entirely in N2 and (by choosing a
smaller Bo if necessary) that h(B0) c Int EQ.

Given an index i, there exists an index n(i) such that

and, by Theorem 1 of [5], there exists a family of &rtori such that

EQZ)T0> Tx> . . . >Tι>h{U0)>h{Uι)> . . .
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is a containing sequence for Vn{i). By Lemma 2, there exists a
family of 3-cells such that

( i ) Eo Z) To 3 d =3 ZD Cι ID T, ZD Cι+1 Z) A(ϋo) 3 C z + 2

13 C
ί + 4 + 1

 => Λί^i) =) C
I + i + 2
 3 T

ι+i+2
 =) . .

Z) Cn{i)^.1 Z) r % ( i ) _ ! Z) CW(ί) Z) K W(i) Z) En{i)+1 Z) K W(i)+i Z) En{i)+2 Z)

is a special constructing sequence for ^ in 2£0, and

( ϋ ) Λ(CS+1, Cj) = A(Ej+u Es) j = 0, 1, •, n{i) .

Our aim is to prove that A(Cί+1, C3) = A(B3-_U i?i_z_i) for all j" =
I + 2, i + 3, , I + i, for then the theorem follows by letting i take
the values 3, 4, •••. Note that the matrices A(B3-_h Bj^^) and
ΛihiBj^), hiBj-i-i)) are identical.

A cutting and pasting argument of the type used in the proof
of Theorem 2 of [6] shows that we may replace the 3-cells

by 3-cells d%29 •••, C,*+i+1 such that Bd C/ n Bd h{B^) = 0 for i =
1 + 2, •••, Z + ΐ + 1. Further, for the reasons outlined below, it is
also true that the matrices A{C*+U C*) and A(Cj+1, C/) are identical
for j = I + 1, , I + i + 1, (where C ^ = Cι+1 and Cf+ί+2 = Cz + ί + 2).

The proof of the preceding statement is as follows. We first
apply the cut-and-paste to Cι+2 to obtain C*+2, then to Cz+3 to obtain
d+s, and so on inductively. Suppose Cf+1 is obtained from Cj+1 by
attaching or removing a 3-cell S whose boundary is D (J -D', where
D is a disc on Bd h{Bβ_ι+ι) which contains no intersection curves in
its interior, and D' is a disc (which has the same boundary as D)
lying on Bd Cj+1. Then kλΠ S consists of at most N(k± Π Bd Cj+ι)
arcs running between kλ Π D and kx Π .£)'. Using this, it is easy to
show that there is a one-to-one order-preserving correspondence
ar —• α* between elements of A(Cj+1, Cj+2) and A(C)+1, Cj+2), and a
one-to-one order-preserving correspondence β8 *-+ β\ between elements
of B(Cj+1, C*) and B(C$+1, C*); under these correspondences, the pairs
(a, β8) and (a, βl) are F-isotopic for each α e A{Cf, Cj+1) = A(C/, C|+1),
and the pair (αr, β) is F-isotopic to the pair (α*, /3) for each
βeB(Cj+2, Cj+1) (two pairs are i^-isotopic if their associated links — cf.
p, 230 of [3] — are F-isotopic). Hence

Λ(Cf+1, Cn = Λ(Ci+ι, Cf) = A{Cό+1Cβ)

(by induction); which implies that

Λ(C?+1, Cn = A(Cj+1, Cj) for all j - I + 1, . ., I + i + 1 .
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To complete the proof of the theorem, therefore, we only need
to prove that the matrices A(C?+1, C*) and Λ(h(Bj_i), hiBj^^)) are
identical. For each j = I + 2, , I + i + 1, C* either lies in
Int h(Bj_ι), or contains h(Bj^ι) in its interior; in both cases, there are
N(kx Π Bd h{Bj_ι)) arcs of kλ which run between Bd C* and Bd h(B^.
There are four cases to be considered for each j , of which we shall
consider only the first; the rest are similar.

( i ) C?a Int Λ(#i-ι) and C/+ι c Int h(Bd_ι+ι),
(ii) C/ c Int h{B5^) and h(B^ι+ί) c Int C/+1,
(iii) Aίΰ^ϊ) c Int C/ and C/+1 c Int h(Bd-ι+1), and
(iv) /&(£,•_/) c Int Cf and h(B^ι+1) c Int C/+1.
In case (i), C* lies in Intft(^_z), and C/U lies in Int /^JB^+i).

For each α e i(i(B^i), /^JB^+i)), there exists a unique arc
a*eA(Cf, C/+1), namely the arc a n C/; and for each β e B(h(Bd_ι+1)9

h(Bj-ι)) there exists a unique arc /?* e B(C*+ι, C*)9 which contains β
as a subarc. There is an jP-isotopy from the pair (α*, β*) to the
pair (a, β) (composed of two simple F-isotopies from (oc*9 β*) to (a*9 β)
and then from (a*, β) to (a, β)), so λ(α*, ^*) = λ(tf, ^) . In this case
(i), therefore, 4(C/+1, C/) - # ( 5 W ) , M î-i+O)-

After consideration of the other cases, it follows that

Λ(EJ+1, Ej) = ^(C i+1, C)

and the sequences of local linking metrices are cofinal.

4* Some locally non^invertible exceptional arcs in i?3* Let E
be a 3-cell in RB and cc an arc whose endpoints lie on Bd E but
whose interior is disjoint from Bd E. If N is a suitable tame closed
regular neighborhood of a, we shall say that a is unknotted with
respect to E (or simply: a is unknotted) if either (i) Int aaRz — E
and E I) N is an unknotted solid torus, or (ii) Int oc c Int E and
Cl (E — AT) is an unknotted solid torus.

Let x and y be two points in R3. When we say "we join x to
y by an oriented are cC\ it is understood that x is the starting point
of the arc ot, and y is the terminal point of a.

So let JEΌ be a tame closed 3-cell in R3, q a point in Rz — Eo, p
a point in Int Eo, and Vo an unknotted tame closed solid torus in
Int Eo which contains p in its interior.

Let n ^ 1 be fixed. Let D01 and D02 be discs on Bd Eo, and
choose w + 1 points xm, xQ2, •••, α?0,Λ+i in Int D01, and w points
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in Int JD02 For each s ^n, we join xo,2n+2-s to xOt8 by an unknotted
tame arc β0s in R* — q U E09 so that β0s Π /SOί = 0 if s φ t. We join
q to #0,Λ + 1 by an arc 70 in R3 - Eo.

Also, for each s such that 2 ^ s ^ n + 1, we join xOs to £0,2ίl+3__s

by an unknotted tame arc aOs c Int EQ — Fo such that aQs Π αot = 0
if s =£ £, and λ(cr0, #Os) = 1 (where σ0 is a longitude of Fo). The set
so obtained when n = 2 is shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE l

Let Ai and JD12 be disjoint tame meridian discs of Fo, which do
not contain p, and let Ex be the closure of that component of

Fo - A i U A2

which contains p. Let VΊ be an unknotted tame closed solid torus
neighborhood of p in I n t £ Ί , and let σγ be a longitude of F x As
before, we choose n + 1 points a?u, •••, ίCifW+1 lying in Int Dn, and ^
points xUn+2, •••, »i,2n+i in Int A 2 For each s^n, we join xU2n+2-s to
#i,« by an unknotted tame arc βl8 in Int Fo — £Ί, so that βlsΠ βu — 0
if s Φ t; and for each s such that 2 ^ s ^ n + 1, we join &lβ to
î,2»+3~β by an unknotted tame arc ocίs in Int Eί — V1 so that

«i. n α l t = 0

if s ^ ί, and λ(σi, α l s) = 1 for all s. We also join a;01 to xUn+1 by a
tame arc 7X such that Int 7i c Int £Ό - -fiΊ and iV(7i ΓΊ Bd Fo) = 1.

We note that for the 3-cell pair EOZD E19 A(Eθ9 E,) = \Jn

siiaQs and
B(EU Eo) — UΓ=i A*, and that λ(α0s, /Ŝ ) = 1 for all s and t. Therefore
none of the pairs (α0s, βlt) can be splittable.

We let Ai, A2 be meridian discs of VΊ which do not contain p,
and we choose n + 1 points x21, " ,x2>n+1 in I n t A u and n points

&2,2*+ We let J 2̂ be the closure of that com-
ponent of Vj. — Ai U A 2 which contains p in its interior, and let F 2

be an unknotted tame closed solid torus neighborhood of p lying
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in Int E2. σ2 is a longitude of F 2 . Then we may obtain the oriented
arcs β2U t = 1, 2, , n of B(E2, EJ in a manner analogous to that
described above, and note that none of the pairs (al8, β2t) is splittable
because λ(α l s, β2t) — 1 for all s and t. We join xn to x2>n+1 by a tame
arc τ2 whose interior lies in Int Ex — 2£2 and which meets Bd V1 in
precisely one point.

Proceeding in this way, then, we obtain an oriented arc

(k2 is shown in Figure 2 and in Figure 3 of [5]; kx is example 1.2 of
[1]) and a sequence

FIGURE 2

Eo 3 F o =) F x =>

of tame closed 3-cell and solid torus neighborhoods of p, with the
following properties:

( i ) N(kn Π Bd Vi) = 1 and N(kn f] Bd Et) = 2n + 1 for all i,
(ii) f\Vi = p = C\Ei9 and
(iii) the sequence Eo ZD ΈX ZD E2 ZD has property ^ 7
By taking a tame closed regular neighborhood of each F«, we

obtain an unknotted tame closed solid torus which we shall also call
Vi; judicious choice of these regular neighborhoods will ensure that
N{kn n Bd Vi) = 1 and that Bd Ei+1 lies in Int (V, - Vi+ί).

Then (a) kn is wild by [3] and, if n ^ 2, a cut-and-paste argu-
ment will show that P0(kn, p) Φ 3; therefore P0(kn, p) ^ 5.

(b) EQ ZD VQ > Vγ >• F 2 >• is a constructing sequence for &% in
Eo, by Theorem 1.

(c) kn is therefore exceptional, and Eo ZD F O D Eι ZD Vt ZD is a
special constructing sequence for kn; Theorem 2 of [6] shows that
Po(kn, P) = 2 ^ + 1.

We have therefore proved the following theorem:

THEOREM 3. For each integer n ^ 2, ίfcβrβ exists an exceptional
arc kn such that P0(kn, p) = 2n + 1 and Px{kn, p) = 1.

Notice that for &%, and the constructing sequence of (c) above,
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each of the matrices in the sequence {Λ(Ei+1, E^)} is an n x n matrix
whose entry λsί(ΐ) — X(ai}S_lf βi+ut) =• 1 for all s and t.

We will now obtain some locally noninvertible arcs by varying
the construction of kn to obtain an arc &*, as follows (we are only
concerned with n ^ 2; for n = 1 the existence of such arcs is guar-
anteed by Corollary 2 of [4]). k* is obtained from kn by replacing
the arc ai2 with a tame unknotted arc a*2 so that λ(σί+1, a*2) = 2 for
all i — 0, 1, 2, (where σ ί+1 is a longitude of Vi+1). Thus

= U

is shown in Figure 3.

n + ί

u
s=3

u(\Jβit

FIGURE 3

Let us denote the special constructing sequence for &* obtained
this way by

Eo* 13 Vo* 3 # * => V? z> ,

even though Et = Et and Vt = V* for all i.
If &w and k* had the same oriented local type, the sequences

{Λ(Ei+1, Ei)} and {Λ(Et+lf Et)} would be cofinal, by Theorem 2. But
there are no 2's occurring in the matrix Λ(Ei+l9 Et) for any i, whereas
each matrix Λ(E*+ι, Et) is an n x n matrix whose entries are all l ' s
except in the top row where they are all 2's. So kZ and kn repre-
sent different oriented local arc types.

Let k be an exceptional arc and let A(Ei+1, Ef) be one of the
n x m local linking matrices associated with a special constructing
sequence EQ ZD VO Z) Eγ u V1 Z) for k. Because we have ordered the
rows and columns of the matrix with the natural ordering that the
sets A(Ei9 Ei+1) and B(Ei+l9 E4) inherit from k, the entry λ r s be-
comes the entry λ^r+1>m_s+1 of the local linking matrix obtained
when we reverse the orientation of k. Hence, if k is locally inver-
tible, Xrs — Xn-r+i,ms+i for all r and s; in particular, if kZ is locally
invertible, λn — Xnn. kZ cannot be locally invertible, therefore, be-
cause λn = 2 and Xnn = 1.

THEOREM 4. For each integer n >̂ 2, there exist uncountably
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many locally noninvertible exceptional arcs, which have 3-cell pene-
tration index 2n + 1 and total penetration index 1.

Proof. Let πu π2, be an ordering of the prime positive inte-
gers, let j(i) be a sequence of positive integers, and let kn({πj(i)}) be
the arc

U fa U ai2 (τri{ί)) U ( U α i β) U ( j jU

obtained by replacing the arc ai2 used above in the construction of
kn with an arc aί2(πj{i)) such that λ(σi+1, ai2(πj{i))) = 7ri(<) for all i =
0,1,2, •••• The entries of the ith local linking matrix of kn({πj{i)})
are all l's except in the top row, where the entries are all πj{i); thus
&*({τΓί«)}) is locally noninvertible. (Note also that P0(kn({πjii}}), p) =
2^ + 1 and P ^ T Γ ^ , } ) , p) = 1.)

If the sequences {πj{i)} and {τcni)} are not cofinal, then the arcs
knifajd)}) and kn({πHi)}) represent different oriented local arc types, so
the number of different local arc types is at least as large as the
number of cofinality classes of sequences of primes. The number of
cofinality classes of such sequences is easily shown to be uncountable.

5* An example of the use of ^-sequences* The aim of this
section is to show that (for n Ξ> 2) the constructing sequence

Eo D Fo > V, > V2 >

obtained in § 4 for kn is actually a &%-sequence in the sense of [5];
that is, that no Av torus F e i n t J57O can be nontrivially knotted. This
shows that the uncountably many arcs of Theorem 4 cannot be dis-
tinguished by the /̂ -sequence invariant of Theorem 2 of [5].

Let V be a kn-torus. There exists an index H such that
VH c Int F, and there exist H — 1 kn-toτ\ such that

Eo z> To > > 2\_, > V > Th+1 > > ΎH_γ > VH

is a containing sequence for VH in E09 by Theorem 1 of [5]. This
same theorem guarantees the existence of a containing sequence

J57O=)TO*> . . . > T^> F * > ΓΛ*+1> ••• > T,U> Vu

such that Bd F* Π Bd F, = 0 (for all j = 0, - , H - 1), F* is ΛΛ«
similar to F, and the knot type tc(V) of F is a companion of κ(V*).
There exists an index s(=h — 1 or Λ) such that Bd F* lies in

I n t ( F s - F s + 1 ) ,

so that either O(V*, Vs) Φ 0 or O(FS+1, F*) ^ 0. If F (and therefore
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V*) is nontrivially knotted, F s + 1 must have zero order in V* because
F s + 1 is unknotted and the trivial knot has no companions other than
itself. Therefore O(V*, Vs) Φ 0 (this implies, incidentally, that s = h).

Hence, to show that the sequence Eo z> Fo >- VΊ > F2 is a kn-
sequence, it is sufficient to show that for each index j it is impos-
sible to find a knotted &Λ-torus F which lies in the interior of Vj
and has nonzero order in Vj.

Suppose such a knotted kn-torus V does exist, and let Dj+ί, t and
Dj+1,2 be the tame meridian discs of Vj used in the construction of
kn. Let D be a meridian disc of F.

Then N(kn Π D) }> n = N(kn Π Dj+U2), so only one component Z>*
of FΓΊ A+i,2 can be a meridian disc of V. Hence O(V, Vj) = 1 and
kn n D* - fcn Π A +i,2.

Let a?y+1,n+2 and xj+ί,n+3 be points of &Λ in IntDj+1>2 (and therefore
in Int D*) and let & Λ and ajn be the subarcs of kn (in Int F) which
join xj+Un+z to a;3 +1,w and run from there to xj+un+z. We join xj+ι,n+z

to xj+1,n+2 by an arc 7 lying in I n t D * .
Then 7 U β3 n U <̂ J% is a tame knot Λ: Int F e i n t V3 , and since Λ:

meets Dj+U1 in precisely one point, tt has order one in Vj. Then
O(/c, F) = 1 because

1 - O(κ, Vj) = O(ιc, V) O(V, Vj) = O(κ, V) .

Λ:(F) is therefore a factor of /c; but tc is trivially knotted, so
fc(V) is trivial. This contradicts the assumption that F was knotted.

Therefore, for each index j , if F is a kn-torns lying in Int Vj
with nonzero order, F must be unknotted. It follows that no kn-
torus in Int Eo can be knotted, so the sequence

Eo z> Vo > V, > F2 >

is a Avsequence for the arc kn.
It follows that k2 has different local arc type at p to the arc

shown in Figure 1 (a) of [5], which can be constructed using the
method of § 4 above, except that we use kotted solid torus neigh-
borhoods of p with fc(Vi) = the trefoil knot, for all i (cf. Figure 1
(c) of [5]).

Added in proof. There are no locally invertible nearly polyhedral
arcs. The proof is an easy application of the Invariance of Domain
Theorem. The local noninvertibility results of [4], and Theorem 4
above, are therefore true but trite. Note however that the un-
countably many arcs kn({πj{i)}) are locally nonamphicheiral, because
the local linking matrices of the mirror image of an arc are obtained
from the local linking matrices for the arc itself by reversing the
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signs of all the entries. Note also that the arcs obtained by identi-
fying the tame endpoints of kn({πί{i)}) with that of the inverse of kn

(cf. Example 1.3 of [1]), for each n and sequence {πj{i)}, are not inverti-
ble in R\
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